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Every winter, the surface of the Arctic Ocean freezes in one of Nature’s most spectacular

transformations, turning the High Arctic into a windswept wilderness almost as desolate

  as the Moon.

To document the fascinating world of Sea Ice, explorer Cameron McPherson Smith will return

to the Arctic, alone in Winter 2007 to walk over 200 miles, filming, photographing, and making

sound recordings of this unique and wild world. In the Winters of 2008 and 2009, Smith will supplement

the expedition by shooting aerials from an ultralight aircraft, and by diving under the sea ice.

The expedition’s records will be archived at leading polar research centers worldwide as an

invaluable documentation of the world of Sea Ice in the early 21st Century.  A free, educational

DVD will also be produced, bringing together the worlds of science and adventure.

Cameron M. Smith
Footsteps Expedition
820 NW 12th Ave #104
Portland, OR 97209
tel: 503-224-9522
team@soloice.com
www.soloice.com

We’re currently looking for donations / help with:

                            
           
                      
                            
          

             batteries of all kinds
           high-definition video camera
                            off-the-shelf video camera
                          sound recording equipment
                             lighting equipment
            want to suggest something else?

             let us know...and thank you! Royal
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Dr. Smith’s ‘science and adventure’ expeditions have reached millions, being televised

on the National Geographic Channel, the Outdoor Life Network and PBS, 

as well as featured in consumer magazines such as National Geographic Adventure, Archaeology and

South American Explorer.  His expeditions will be tracked by the premiere expedition website,

explorersweb.com. Dr. Smith, a Fellow of both the Explorers Club and the Royal Geographical Society, 

teaches at Portland State University.  He is a member of the Society for Human Performance in

Extreme Environments, and a widely-published member of the Authors Guild. 

By always reaching the general public in his writings and expedition films, Cameron guarantees

that expedition sponsors will receive favorable, wide exposure in the mass media. 

If you’d like to be involved in this exciting educational project, please contact

the team at:

Cameron McPherson Smith: Expedition Leader    |   Charles Sullivan: Rations & Communications   |   John F. Haslett: SCUBA & Aviation
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